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When the night is dark

I.
And starless
No moon
No nothing

No breeze
No comforting fire
No nothing

It is cold
It is dreary
It is probably pouring



With a tropical rainstorm
Lightning, thunder, torrential 
water
Beyond the power of anything
Washing away everything
that was so carefully built
everything so seemingly material,
encoded and precious

What does one do?

No shelter
Everything torn apart
Ripped from any sure ground
Ripped from the roots
Ripped from the soil
that is now pure sliding mud



Rivers of mud that knows
no human dreams,
no human perfection,
no human importances

What does one do?

II.
I choose to stand

Stand in the rain
Just stand. Stand and watch
Let my heart pour out
The necessary tears

Streaming the powerlessness



Let the elements take over
Let life speak her truth
Let life be in charge
Let life be life

Let life finally flow

III.
And I finally hear

Truly, truly

the beauty of the storm
the song of its mysterious night



IV.
I watch with fearlessness
the torrential rain

And it matters not
when it comes to a stop

It matters not what happens
to things, to relationships,
to societies, to culture
to the beingness of human beings

They are what they are
They are what they will be
They are what they want to be

V.
But I am now
a simple star



I shine that ordinary day.

I shine it through anything.

Anything.

And that’s how my dark night
Without moon, without sun,
Without rainbows, without frills,
Without stars, without meteors
Without the sign that speaks
one shred of truth
became the one true ordinary 
evening

Of a beautiful enduring dark night
Streaming wholenesses
in the mysterious gift of a simple 
wonder.



One that has no certainties, nor 
certitudes,
No comfortable securities and
convenient should-bes.

But one that can be livable
through
any terrors,
any disappointments,
any abandonment,
any pain of the fear of 
helplessness

because

VI.
I am
no longer afraid.
Nor unafraid.



My joy is no longer dependent on 
fine approvals.

I just stand.



And live that ordinary day.
A day of freedom from
Toys and gadgets and illusional
placating.

No compromises.

No judgment. No possession.

I just stand.



VII.
And I am glad for being drenched.
Drenched by the torrential living 
waters of life.



And I am glad for the river of mud 
that swept away all my 
nonsensicalness, my illusions of 
innocence, to return my faith in 
something even simpler than 
innocence:

a gurgling of wonder that no 
longer requires words or human 
language.



Perhaps it is silent. And all that 
remains are my eyes of wonder, 
that speaks everything there is 
that needs to be spoken.



And I don’t need to shut my eyes 
anymore.
I don’t need to look away.
I don’t need to not look away.



I can now see.
Very clearly and brightly.



VIII.
And it is ok.
The pain is ok.
The confusion is ok.
The anger is ok.
The mess is ok.
The loss is sad but also a part of 
life.
Suffering is a part of being human.



The capacity to feel pain and anguish.
That grows the heart, something 
cleanses. Burns away all falsehoods. 
And that which remains.

It is a state of plainness
that I have come to know as -
glory.



A very ordinary human person in a 
very ordinary glorious day.

This is how I receive
the simple faith
and grace of
a very, very ordinary



IX.
standing.


